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Abstract. Modern electronic devices offer high level perfor-
mance at low power consumption. This opens a possibility 
to have battery-less electronic devices. Energy harvesting 
and wireless power transfer are popular methods to power 
such devices. Both methods require energy management. 
The focus of this paper is on energy management for re-
ceiver circuit in a wireless power transfer system. More spe-
cifically, the paper focuses on a cold-start energy-aware 
switching circuit which is a key building block of energy 
management in WPT receiver. Proposed integrated circuit 
is designed to operate in discontinuous mode and can supply 
power to load circuits which require higher voltage and cur-
rent levels than available from the WPT receiver. Unlike 
most similar solutions who are fully integrated, the proposed 
integrated circuit uses two external trimmer resistors to ad-
just required voltage levels and the power consumption. Ex-
ternal trimmer resistors also allow to compensate for the 
process variations of IC fabrication. Developed circuit is 
fabricated in 180 nm TSMC CMOS technology and evalu-
ated through laboratory measurement. Cold-start function-
ality and energy-aware switching are verified through 
standalone measurements and measurements with WSN 
node powered through developed circuit. The power con-
sumption of cold-start switching circuit is measured less 
than 1 µW. 

Keywords 
Electronic circuit design, energy management, wireless 
power transfer 

1. Introduction 
Wireless sensor nodes offer a variety of on-board sen-

sors, sufficient computational power and support for number 
of communication protocols. The only obstacle to have 
widespread deployment of wireless sensor nodes is their bat-
tery dependence. Energy harvesting methods are extensively 
researched to develop a reliable powering method for wire-
less sensor nodes [1]. Most common energy harvesting 
methods are thermoelectric generators, piezo/ vibration gen-
erators, microbial fuel cells, solar cells and micro-scale wind 

turbines [2], [3]. For WSNs which are e.g. built in walls, ma-
jority of energy harvesting methods in not useful (solar, 
wind, thermoelectric, piezo). In such applications, a resonant 
wireless power transmission can be used to power sensors 
and wireless sensor nodes. 

Using energy harvesting or wireless power transmis-
sion to power WSNs requires similar approach [4]. The volt-
age, current and power levels generated by energy harvester 
or WPT receiver are not constant and can significantly 
change depending on environment conditions or relative po-
sition of WPT transmitter/receiver. Therefore, a mediator 
circuit is needed between power source (energy harvester or 
WPT receiver) and load circuit (wireless sensor node). This 
mediator circuit is commonly referred to as energy manage-
ment circuit and is always used in energy harvesting 
systems.  

Energy harvester sources can be generally divided into 
two categories: those that generate DC voltage (thermoelec-
tric, solar, microbial) and those that generate AC voltage (pi-
ezo, vibration, microwind). In general, the voltage levels 
from energy harvester have to be increased. For DC energy 
harvesters boost step-up voltage converters and charge 
pumps are mostly used. Both require additional oscillator 
circuit. For AC energy harvesters, two approaches are used. 
The first approach uses a rectifier followed by the same to-
pology as in DC energy harvesters. The second approach is 
to drive voltage multiplier or boost converter with oscilla-
tions from AC energy harvester. 

Lately, there have been a number of papers discussing 
the cold-start circuit [8–13]. Energy harvesters such as ther-
moelectric and microbial fuel cells generate very low DC 
voltages (in the range below 100 mV). They use step-up 
voltage converters and storage capacitors to provide higher 
voltage levels needed for both energy management circuit 
and load circuit. The problem occurs after longer periods 
with no harvested energy. The charge in storage capacitor 
gets depleted and the control circuit, which drives step-up 
converter, cannot start. To cope with this problem, some en-
ergy harvesting designs use batteries to provide power sup-
ply during time intervals without harvested energy [13]. As 
energy harvesting systems aim to battery-less design, vari-
ous cold-start circuit solutions are reported [8–12]. Cold-
start circuit is used for initial start of the energy management 
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circuit or to restart it after longer inactive periods. It requires 
higher voltages to self-start, but once it starts, it can operate 
on significantly lower voltages [9–12].  

In the use-case proposed in this paper, when energy 
harvester cannot continually supply the load, the energy har-
vesting system operates in cycles. It collects and stores har-
vested energy for a longer period of time, and then it powers 
the load circuit for a short time interval. For such operating 
mode, an additional building block is needed which moni-
tors the collected energy and acts as a switch between stor-
age capacitor and load circuit. This is the use-case we will 
be focusing on.  

This paper presents an energy-aware switching circuit 
with cold-start functionality designed for a WPT receiver. 
The next section describes the proposed energy management 
topology in WPT receiver. The third section describes the 
design of the switching circuit. In the fourth section, the 
measurement results are given followed by conclusion. 

2. Energy Management in WPT 
Receiver 
Basic schematic of WPT system is given in Fig. 1. In 

resonant magnetic WPT system both transmitter and re-
ceiver have a resonant tank tuned to the resonant frequency 
of WPT system. Resonant tank is formed by an inductor and 
capacitor which can be connected in series or in parallel. Fig-
ure 1 shows a WPT system with a parallel resonant tank on 
both the transmitter and the receiver side. Resonant WPT 
system is characterized with low coupling coefficient k. The 
mutual position of the receiver and transmitter has signifi-
cant impact on the coupling coefficient, which affects the 
maximal voltage and current available at the receiver’s side.  

The receiver with a parallel resonant tank achieves 
higher voltages and lower currents compared to a series res-
onant tank. Higher quality factor of resonant tank increases 
maximal voltage in parallel resonant tank and maximal cur-
rent in series resonant tank. Very low values of coupling co-
efficient (k = 0.001 to 0.01) correspond to loosely coupled 
WPT with high degree of movement and positioning free-
dom for the receiver. The voltage generated at the receiver 
varies significantly with receiver’s position (due to coupling 
coefficient) and quality factor of the resonant tank.  

The variations in generated voltage can easily span 
over an order of magnitude. In such operating conditions, the 
parallel resonant tank is more suitable as a power source for 
WSN. Higher output voltages (compared to series resonant 

 
Fig. 1. WPT system. 

tank) allow for simpler energy management design, and also 
for an increased operating range. 

2.1 Energy Management Topology 
The basic topology for the proposed energy manage-

ment in WPT receiver is given in Fig. 2. It consists of three 
main building blocks: charge pump, energy storage and 
cold-start switching circuit. 

The resonant tank of the WPT receiver is directly con-
nected to the charge pump. Low ac voltage generated from 
the resonant tank is then converted to a higher dc voltage. 
Charge pump output is connected to the storage capacitor 
which acts as an energy storage. Due to large capacitance 
value and limited current from the charge pump, storage ca-
pacitor charging takes time. The voltage across the storage 
capacitor is monitored by a cold-start switching circuit.  

When the voltage reaches a predefined value (turn-ON 
voltage level), the switching circuit connects the load to the 
storage capacitor. The load, whose current demand is higher 
than the output current of the charge pump, then starts to dis-
charge the storage capacitor. When the voltage across stor-
age capacitor drops down to a predefined value (turn-OFF 
voltage level), the load is disconnected. The voltage wave-
forms across the resonant tank, storage capacitor and load 
circuit are given in Fig. 2. 

This way, the WPT receiver with low voltage and cur-
rent drivability, can be used to power the load circuit which 
requires higher voltage and current levels. The load circuit 
operates in discontinuous mode, with long inactive time in-
tervals and short active time intervals corresponding to 
charging and discharging of storage capacitor.  

The following sections will discuss how to optimize all 
three main building blocks of energy management (charge 
pump, energy storage, and cold-start switching circuit) with 
emphasis on cold-start switching circuit design. 

2.2 Charge Pump 
The simplest method to boost ac voltage from the WPT 

receiver to a higher dc voltage is using a charge pump. 
Dickson charge pump requires no additional control signals 
and it works well with low current power source. Figure 3 

 
Fig. 2. Energy management topology for parallel WPT 

receiver. 
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shows the schematic of Dickson charge pump. Dickson 
charge pumps consist of diodes (or diode-connected 
MOSFETs) and capacitors. In the proposed application the 
output capacitor (Cout) of Dickson charge pump is storage 
capacitor (see Fig. 2). In Fig. 3 the resonant tank is replaced 
with Thevenin equivalent circuit (UEH, REH).  

When the Dickson charge pump is used with an energy 
harvester source or WPT receiver with low output current, 
the output resistance REH of the energy harvester (or resonant 
tank of the WPT receiver) has a significant role. It forms 
a low-pass filter with parasitic capacitance CPAR at charge 
pump input (Fig. 3) which limits maximal frequency (fMAX) 
at which the charge pump can operate. This upper cut-off 
frequency fMAX is given as [14]: 

 
MAX

EH PAR
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2

f
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= [Hz].  (1) 

In loosely coupled WPT system, the REH value depends 
on the resonant tank of the receiver (values of capacitance 
and inductance, and the quality factor), and it does not 
change significantly with the coupling coefficient k. The op-
erating frequency of the charge pump (which equals the op-
erating frequency of WPT system) must be lower than the 
upper cut-off frequency fMAX. Then, the stage capacitors C 
value can be selected as [14]:  
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where F is the crest factor of the UEH waveform, e.g. 
F = 1.414 for sine voltage waveform. Number of charge 
pump stages N depends on the diode’s threshold voltage Uth 
and the difference between input voltage UEH and output 
voltage U0 of the charge pump [14]:  
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Factor 2 in (3) is needed to set the operating point of 
the charge pump to maximum power point (MPP). This also 
requires for load to match the output resistance of the charge 
pump. In the proposed topology of energy management in 
WPT receiver the charge pump has a capacitive load during 
charging phase.  

Thus, the MPP cannot be achieved without additional 
circuitry. When MPP is not used, the number of charge 
pump stages can be cut in half, which significantly decreases 
charge pump output resistance RS_EH [14], equation (4), and 
decreases storage capacitor charging time. 

 
Fig. 3. Dickson charge pump. 
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In loosely coupled WPT system, the charge pump input 
voltage can vary over an order of magnitude. The number of 
charge pump stages N should be such that the charge pump 
output voltage is sufficient for a minimal value of expected 
input voltage. For higher input voltage values, the storage 
capacitor will charge faster, resulting in more frequent dis-
charge phases. 

2.3 Storage Capacitor 
A storage capacitor is connected to the output of the 

Dickson charge pump and its capacitance value depends on 
the load circuit. In charge/discharge operating mode, the 
storage capacitor must be able to supply the load circuit with 
required voltage and current levels for at least one operating 
cycle (for WSN node, one cycle is composed of data acqui-
sition and transmission). 

For the proposed energy management topology to be 
feasible, the size of the storage capacitor must be reasonable. 
To determine the needed capacitance of the storage capaci-
tor, measurements of power consumption of WSN node us-
ing LoRa [5], [6] and Bluetooth [7] were performed. The 
measurements are done on Waspmote PRO v1.5, IoT solu-
tion developed by libelium, with two wireless interfaces: 
LoRa 868 (900/915 MHz) and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) 
4.0, Fig. 4. 

The power consumption of IoT device was measured 
by measuring battery current using Device Current Wave-
form Analyzer CX3324A. There are 10 different LoRa op-
eration modes that can be selected on Waspmote IoT device. 
Mode 1 has a maximal range with a slow data rate. Mode 10 
has a minimal range, a fast data rate and has a minimal bat-
tery impact. Based on the current profile measurements, the 
energy required to perform single transmission is given in 
Fig. 5. The values range from 200 mJ down to 4 mJ. 

 
Fig. 4. LoRa and BLE modules with Waspmote PRO v1.5. 
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Fig. 5. Energy per transmission for different LoRa operation 

modes. 

 
Fig. 6. Energy per transmission for BLE with different power 

profiles.  

Bluetooth module available with Waspmote PRO v1.5 
has adjustable transmitting power with 16 different power 
profiles (0–15). The current consumption for different power 
profiles was measured and the values of energy required for 
a single transmission are given in Fig. 6. 

With higher output power (–23 dBm for BLE_00 to 
+3 dBm for BLE_15; from datasheet) the energy required 
for single transmission increases, but the overall energy in-
crease is under 3%. Based on measured energy required for 
a single transmission, a needed storage capacitor size ranges 
from 40 µF for BLE, up to 2–60 mF for LoRA. 

3. Cold-Start Switching Circuit 
The proposed switching circuit combines two features, 

cold-start and energy-aware voltage monitoring/switching. 
Schematic is given in Fig. 7. W/L ratios for each MOSFET 
are given in brackets in Fig. 7. Capacitor C1 is the storage 
capacitor, and resistor R3 represents the load circuit.  

The storage capacitor charges through the charge 
pump, and when it reaches a sufficient voltage (turn-ON 
voltage), the switch P10 connects the load circuit to the stor-
age capacitor. The energy management circuit continues to 
monitor the voltage across the capacitor and when it drops 
to a predefined value (turn-OFF voltage), P10 disconnects the 
load. The power consumption of switching circuit is regu-
lated by two external trimmer resistors (R1 and R2) used by 
PMOS and NMOS current mirrors. R1 and R2 are also used 
to set turn-ON and turn-OFF voltage values (for ON trigger 
and OFF trigger in Fig. 7). 

 
Fig. 7. Cold-start switching circuit. 
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The proposed design of the energy management circuit 
has a cold start feature which is essential for a battery-less 
devices. For an application in WPT system, wireless power 
transfer can be used on demand. For example, a WPT system 
is engaged only when a new data acquisition is required from 
WSN node. During longer time intervals without power sup-
ply the storage capacitor discharges completely. When the 
power supply is restored, the storage capacitor starts charg-
ing from 0 V. It is important to notice that the switching cir-
cuit is supplied from the storage capacitor, meaning that its 
“supply voltage” ranges from 0 V to load turn-ON voltage 
(2–3 V).  

With a limited input current, storage capacitor charging 
takes time. Depending on the input current and storage ca-
pacitor size, the charging time can be up to few minutes. 
During this time, the load must be disconnected from the 
storage capacitor, and the power consumption of the switch-
ing circuit should be kept as low as possible. 

The voltage waveforms of the voltage across the stor-
age capacitor and load circuit are given in Fig. 8. When the 
WPT system is powering the WPT receiver, the voltage 
across the storage capacitor starts to increase from 0 V. 
There are two thresholds defined: turn-ON voltage and turn-
OFF voltage. When the voltage across the storage capacitor 
reaches the turn-ON voltage, the energy management circuit 
connects the load circuit to the storage capacitor. Due to 
higher current demand from the load circuit, the voltage 
across the storage capacitor starts to decrease until it drops 
to the turn-OFF voltage value. Then the energy management 
circuit disconnects the load circuit and the storage capacitor 
charges for another operating cycle. The load circuit is con-
nected to the storage capacitor through PMOS P10, and be-
cause of the voltage drop on P10, the voltage across the load 
circuit is lower than the voltage across the storage capacitor. 
The maximal and minimal load voltage values are marked 
as load-ON voltage and load-OFF voltage in Fig. 8.  

The time diagram of the state of MOSFET switches 
(on/off) is given in Fig. 9. For each MOSFET, the low level 
indicates that the MOSFET is turned off (open switch), 
while the high level indicates a closed switch (turned on). In 
addition, there are fast and slow switching events, which are 
depicted with the slope of the transition between on and off 
states. Vertical lines are fast switching events and slopes 
with 45-degree angle are slow switching events. 

 
Fig. 8. Storage capacitor and load circuit voltage waveforms. 

 
Fig. 9. Time diagram of MOSFET switches. 

The turn-ON threshold voltage value is adjusted by 
trimmer resistor R1. When the turn-ON voltage is reached, 
the N2 (ON trigger) starts conducting. It triggers the ON latch 
which ensures fast and reliable switching event. P9 starts 
conducting, it turns N3 on, which results with P9 and N3 
keeping each other in conduction. 

A similar scheme is used for the turn-OFF threshold 
voltage. When the voltage across the storage capacitor drops 
down to the turn-OFF voltage, the OFF-trigger triggers 
OFF-latch. OFF-latch turns on (P7 and N1), and then fast-
OFF circuit (P4, N4) discharges the transistor gates in ON-
latch, resulting in a fast disconnection of the load circuit. In 
the previous designs of the energy management circuit  
[15–17], a fast switching while disconnecting the load cir-
cuit was found to be important in order to ensure proper op-
eration and functionality of the energy management circuit. 

To keep ON-latch and OFF-latch from misfiring, addi-
tional “enable” MOSFET is added to both latches (P6 in ON-
latch, N5 in OFF-latch). They ensure that each latch can only 
be triggered during a correct time interval, e.g. the OFF-latch 
can turn on only after the ON-latch is in conduction. This is 
important because the turn-OFF threshold voltage is lower 
than the turn-ON threshold voltage. 

4. Measurements 
The proposed cold-start switching circuit (CSSC) is de-

signed and fabricated in 180 nm TSMC CMOS technology. 
Figure 10 shows the test setup with CSSC soldered on a PCB 
test board. The CSSC requires two external components: 
trimmer resistors R1 and R2. Due to large resistance values 
and the need to fine-tune the turn-ON and turn-OFF thresh-
old voltage values, external trimmer resistors were chosen. 
All the transistors shown in Fig. 7 are integrated, including 
the main switch P10. The load resistor and the storage capac-
itor are also marked in Fig. 10. The resonant tank and the 
charge pump are for testing purposes replaced by DC power 
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supply with series resistance (an equivalent Thevenin volt-
age source UEH and resistor REH). Three sets of measure-
ments were done to evaluate the performance of the fabri-
cated cold-start switching circuit: power consumption, 
switching characteristics and the performance during exter-
nal circuit (WSN node) powering.  

4.1 Power Consumption 
To evaluate the power consumption of the switching 

circuit, the load resistor was disconnected from the PCB test 
board. Then, the voltage across the storage capacitor was 
varied from 0 V up to the turn-ON voltage level, and back 
down to the voltage level below the turn-OFF voltage. Dur-
ing this time, the current consumption of the switching cir-
cuit was measured. Voltage is varied in steps of 0.1 V (meas-
urement steps in Fig. 11). The current consumption of the 
switching circuit depends on the resistance of the trimmer 
resistors (R1 and R2) which are used to set the current refer-
ence for PMOS and NMOS current mirrors.  

The current consumption measurements are done for 
trimmer resistor values R1 = R2 = 5 MΩ and R1 = R2 = 
100 MΩ, Fig. 11. Current consumption has almost linear de-
pendence to the storage capacitor voltage with higher con-
sumption level during discharging phase. For a CSSC with 
100 MΩ trimmer resistors and the turn-ON voltage level of 
2.7 V, the maximal current during the charging phase is 
350 nA, resulting with maximal power consumption of 
0.945 µW. Table 1 gives the comparison of the proposed 
cold-start switching circuit to the state-of-the-art with re-
spect to power consumption which is a main figure of merit 
(FoM). The proposed solution is comparable to the best 
state-of-the-art solutions in terms of power consumptions. 

 
Fig. 10. Fabricated cold-start switching circuit soldered on 

a PCB test board: (a) top view and (b) bottom view.  

 
(a) R1 = R2 = 5 MΩ 

 
(b) R1 = R2 = 100 MΩ 

Fig. 11. Current consumption profiles of switching circuit with 
trimmer resistor values: (a) 5 MΩ and (b) 100 MΩ.  

 

Paper Power 
consumption Year Technology 

This work 0.945 µW 2022 180 nm CMOS 
[18] 0.905 µW 2021 180 nm CMOS 
[19] 2.68 µW 2020 discrete 
[20] 1.35 µW 2020 0.35 µm CMOS 
[21] 0.67 µW 2019 180 nm CMOS 
[8] 7.39 µW 2018 65 nm CMOS 
[9] 0.667 µW 2018 180 nm CMOS 

[22] 15.54 µW 2018 discrete 
[23] 16 µW 2013 65 nm CMOS 

Tab. 1. Power consumption comparison with state-of-the-art. 

4.2 Switching Characteristics 
The turn-ON and turn-OFF threshold voltage levels are 

set with trimmer resistors. Once the voltage across the stor-
age capacitor reaches the threshold voltage level, the trigger 
section (ON-trigger and OFF-trigger in Fig. 7) of the CSSC 
activates. For that to happen, a certain time interval is re-
quired. For example, activated OFF-trigger equals to non-
conducting PMOS P8. For P8 to stop conducting its gate 
must discharge through current mirror N8, whose current de-
pends on the trimmer resistor R2 value. Simplified, the time 
constant formed with trimmer resistor R2 and CGS capaci-
tance of P8 defines the response time of the OFF-trigger. The 
same logic can be applied to the ON-trigger, where the re-
sponse time is defined by the time constant formed with 
trimmer resistor R1 and CGS capacitance of N2. CGS value is 
approximately 500 fF for the used 180 nm TSMC CMOS 
technology. 

To have stable threshold voltage values, the durations 
of charging and discharging phases must be at least five 
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times longer than the time constants of ON- and OFF-trig-
ger. To evaluate threshold voltage level stability, threshold 
voltage levels were measured for different capacitance val-
ues of the storage capacitor (from 680 pF to 1 µF). With 
fixed values of REH (100 kΩ) and Rload (10 kΩ), different 
storage capacitors result with different charging and dis-
charging times. Results are given in Fig. 12. 

It can be seen that for the charging/discharging times 
longer than 100 µs, the threshold voltage levels are stable. 
For an intended use of the CSSC, charging/discharging 
times are at least 3 orders of magnitude longer, so this border 
case would not be reached. But, the minimal charg-
ing/discharging time increases with higher values of R1 and 
R2 (lower power consumption of CSSC). This is a trade-off 
that should be taken into consideration.  

Transition between charging and discharging phase is 
evaluated by measuring rise and fall time of the voltage 
across the load resistor, Fig. 8. The load resistor has the ma-
jor influence on the rise and fall time. Measurement results 
are shown in Fig. 13. Load resistance has a small impact on 
the rise time and a significant impact on the fall time. The 
fall time has a linear correlation to the load resistance. For 
lower values of the load resistances, the rise and fall time are 
under 100 ns. 

The load-ON voltage (Fig. 8) is lower than the turn-ON 
voltage. The same goes for the load-OFF voltage and the 
turn-OFF voltage. This difference is due to a voltage drop 

 
Fig. 12. Turn-ON and turn-OFF threshold voltage levels for 

different charging/discharging times, R1 = R2 = 5 MΩ.  

 
Fig. 13. Rise and fall time of the load voltage for different load 

resistor values. 

across the switch (P10 in Fig. 7) and it should be as small as 
possible. The voltage drop across the switch directly reduces 
the overall efficiency. With integrated switch P10, for load 
currents of 20 µA, 200 µA and 2 mA, the measured voltage 
drop across the switch equals 30 mV, 100 mV and 900 mV, 
respectively. For higher load currents, an external switch 
should be used. 

4.3 WSN Node Powering 
To power a WSN node, instead of the internal 

MOSFET P10, an external MOSFET (SUP53P06-20) is used 
as a switch between the storage capacitor and the WSN node. 
In Sec. 2.3, an energy required for a single transmission is 
measured. The values are given for LoRa and Bluetooth 
wireless interface. Each single transmission is relatively 
short in duration (1 ms for Bluetooth and 100 ms for LoRa), 
and based on durations of single transmission, the required 
storage capacitor values are calculated. When the WSN node 
is powered through the cold-start switching circuit, each 
time it turns on, the WSN node start-up/initialization is per-
formed.  

For the Waspmote PRO v1.5, the initialization takes 
approximately 3 seconds to complete, and only then the data 
transmission takes place. Therefore, a larger capacitor is 
needed for one operating cycle. Figure 14 shows the meas-
urement setup for the WSN node powered through the cold-
start switching circuit. For the testing purposes 1 F superca-
pacitor is used in addition to a 2200 µF electrolytic capaci-
tor. The turn-ON and turn-OFF threshold voltage are set to 
3.25 and 3 V, respectively. With 1 F storage capacitor, ac-
tive interval of the WSN node is approximately 8 seconds 
long, Fig. 15. During that time, the WSN node performs in-
itialization and several data transmissions. When the CSSC 
connects the WSN to the storage capacitor, a large inrush 
current is measured with values exceeding 1 A, Fig. 15. This 
is significantly higher compared to average WSN current of 
30 mA.   

Due to large inrush current, the voltage drop on the 
ESR of the supercapacitor lowers the storage capacitor volt-
age below the turn-OFF threshold voltage. This results with 
unwanted behavior during the turn-ON transition, 
Fig. 16(a). Voltage waveforms on WSN node have a comb-
like shape and the turn-ON transition takes two orders of 

 
Fig. 14. WSN powered through CSSC - measurement setup.  
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Fig. 15. Voltage and current waveforms for WSN node powered 

through CSSC.   

 
(a) without electrolytic capacitor 

 
(b) with electrolytic capacitor 

Fig. 16. Turn-ON transition voltage waveforms without (a) and 
with (b) supercapacitor. 

magnitude longer. To cope with this problem, an electrolytic 
capacitor (2200 µF) is added in parallel to the supercapaci-
tor, Fig. 16(b). 

5. Conclusion 
Energy management topology suitable for wireless 

power transfer systems is proposed. The proposed topology 
consists of three sub-circuits: charge pump, storage capaci-
tor and cold-start switching circuit. Design and optimization 
of the charge pump and storage capacitor are briefly de-
scribed. The main emphasis is on the cold-start energy-
aware switching circuit. The circuit is designed to operate in 
discontinuous mode to power load circuits which require 
higher voltage and current levels than available from the 
WPT receiver. The proposed cold-start switching circuit is 
designed and fabricated in 180 nm TSMC CMOS technol-
ogy. Measurements on the prototype have shown that the 
cold-start switching circuit has low power consumption (less 
than 1 µW), stable turn-ON and turn-OFF threshold voltage 
levels which can be adjusted, and fast switching times. The 
cold-start switching circuit can be used to drive external 
power MOSFET required for load circuits with higher cur-
rent demand. This was successfully tested with WSN node 
powered through the developed cold-start switching circuit. 
The proposed design is a versatile solution for energy-aware 
switching circuits with cold-start functionality. 
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